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UNBC 

JOINT HEALTH & SAFETY COMMITTEE 

September 27, 2018 
1:00pm to 2:00pm 
Charles J McCaffray Hall – Senate Chambers  
 

Participants:  
Barb Daigle, (Employer Rep)- Co-Chair 
Sarah Elliott, (Employer Rep) Alternate  
Erik Jensen , (Employer Rep) 
Kerry Roberts, (Employer Rep) 
Twylla Hamelin, (Employer Rep) 
Chelsea Pelletier, (Faculty Positional) 
Annie Booth, (Faculty Employee Rep 2) 
Alina Constantin, (Faculty Employee Rep)   
Helen Lapp, (CUPE Employee Rep 1)- Co-Chair 
Deb Schweder, (CUPE Employee Rep 1) Alternate 
Liz Dunn, (CUPE Employee Rep 2) 
Bethany Haffner, (CUPE Employee Rep 3) Alternate 
Jennifer Skaar – (Recording Secretary) 

Absent: 
Shannon Wagner, (Employer Rep) 
Vacant, (CUPE positional)  
Hossein Kazemian, (Faculty Employee Rep 1) 
Shelley Rennick, (Employer Rep) 
Lydia Troc– Health & Safety Manager, (Resource) 
Conan Ma, Chemical Safety Officer (Resource) 
 

Alternates: 
Mark Dale (Employer Rep) Alternate 
Aaron Olsen, (Employer Rep)  
Sean Kinsley, (Employer Rep)  
Trevor Smith, (Employer Rep)  
Maik Gehloff, (Faculty Positional) Alternate  
Julie Wimmers-Klick (Faculty Employee Rep)  
Richard Pattinson, (CUPE Employee Rep)  

Meeting Co-Chair:  Barb Daigle 
 

A. AGENDA 
a.1) No other changes or additions to the agenda – all approved 

 

B. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
- Approval of Minutes from August 30, 2018 meeting 

 

b.1) Bethany –page 4, 5th bullet down suggestion to remove ‘which leads to think that it is 
managements’.  Makes it flow better.  Bethany also provided Jennifer with a copy of a few minor errors 
to correct. 

 

b.2) Helen asked if the announcement for Sarah’s title change had gone out, Barb stated it had not yet 
been sent.  Helen referred to 18-015: 9 (f) – asked if the last changes were done and finalized for the 
Terms of Reference?  Sarah confirmed it was completed. 

 

b.3) Barb requested motion to approve with corrections.  Helen & Liz motioned – all in favour. 
 

C. BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE PREVIOUS MINUTES  
 

18-010) Respect in the Workplace Policy draft update – Kerry 
 The latest draft which the Committee just reviewed, has been taken to the Faculty 

Association, WCB, lawyers and are working on the feedback from this Committee and others.  
CUPE is providing some more information and once the draft has been revised it will go back 
to the lawyers for final review with a plan to be submitted to the board for approval in 
November.  Kerry noted that there was a really good blend of feedback from a variety of 
sources and have made sure that this current policy takes into account all employees from 
all groups (staff, exempt staff, faculty, etc) 

 

 Barb thanked everyone for their input.  Barb asked about the wording on the ‘requirement to 
report’ which everyone is obligated to follow under legislation.  Not everyone may feel 
comfortable reporting if it were to involve a colleague for example.  What are the 
consequences of not reporting? 

 

 Kerry stated that under WorkSafe legislation the language is black and white – you must 
report.  Under the current draft, Kerry said they are looking at amending ‘required’ to 
‘strongly encouraged’. 
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 Helen asked if our policy is amended to ‘strongly encouraged’ how will WorkSafe feel – have 
we met the requirements? 

 

 Barb indicated that the lawyer will be asked to comment on the suggested wording change. 
 

 Kerry further added that with a culture that supports the Bullying in the Workplace policy, 
people will to want to see change in the culture and environment which result in reporting or 
at minimum bring it to someone’s attention. 

 

 Barb asked what the training will look like assuming the board approves the policy? 
 

 Kerry once the board approves the policy, the next stage for the program development is 
the procedures and training.  This will be built into a digital on-boarding tool that will be 
required for all employees to complete once every two years.  How this rolls out is yet to be 
determined. 

 

 Annie asked if WorkSafe has reviewed the draft?  Kerry confirmed yes, Kim Hesse has 
reviewed once and Kerry has sent the updated draft to her as well.  Annie noted that the 
policy states that after the investigation completes, all appeals are directed to the President 
who has the final say but according to WorkSafe BC, it can go to WorkSafe BC for the final 
appeal.  Annie recommended that the policy wording be amended to reflect WorkSafe BC as 
the final authority for appeals. 

 

 Liz had a question for Kerry, on page 13 under ‘how to report’ it states who to report to but 
it is not clear on how to report (email etc).  Liz suggested that this section direct the person 
to refer to the procedures  

 

 Barb said that this will be clearer when the procedures and roll out training occur.  
 

 Liz asked if both parties involved in an investigation agree to go to a mediator, who 
mediates?  Is it a 3rd party or HR? Barb stated that it would be on a case by case basis.  For 
example if HR is involved then it would be inappropriate for them to be involved.  There 
could be other internal resources utilized or an external 3rd party resource. 

 

 Annie recommended that training be revised to education.  She was recently at a meeting 
where there was an indication by some Faculty that these policies only apply to those staff 
who are not under an agreement because the FA agreement comes first.  Annie does not 
believe this is the way that Barb and Kerry are looking at it but if someone has already made 
that misinterpretation it would be useful to clarify where, in the CUPE and FA agreements, it 
intersects and how they are prioritized in terms of procedure and process.  Annie had one 
last comment to include in the policy that a regular review (in three years for example) will 
be conducted and brought back to the community for input on if it is meeting its goals.  It 
will allow the opportunity for changes to be made for better clarity and to address new 
changes that have come along. 

 

 Kerry advised there is a section that addresses review on the last page.  Annie pulled the 
section up and noted there is inconsistency in the way it is worded, one sentence states it 
will be review as required and the next sentence states it will be reviewed annually.  Barb 
felt annual was too soon however Kerry noted that annually is the WorkSafe BC 
requirement. 

 

 Bethany is it possible to see the final copy before it is sent off to the lawyers?   
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 Barb said that the review process has to be closed at some point. Kerry added that the 
majority of what has come back most recently has to do with grammar and style which 
seems to differ for all parties. 

 

 Barb suggested that the final copy will be sent out to the Committee before it goes to the 
Board but it would be a read only copy to catch anything that does not make sense.   

 

 Bethany is happy to hear that.  Bethany also commented that Richard Pattison had recently 
emailed the Committee his comments and feedback on the policy draft and Bethany felt he 
raised a good point with regards to the support and empathy being provided not only to the 
complainant but also to the respondent.  Bethany would like to see more on the support 
outlined in the policy or procedures.  It is very important for the complainant not to feel 
further harassed.  Kerry asked if Bethany was referring to harassed as retaliation.  Bethany 
clarified that it is not retaliation but rather decisions on the outcome, different supports, or 
accommodations that are given to the respondent making them feel further harassed as a 
result of those accommodation or supports. 

 

 Barb noted that it is difficult to address this in the policy or procedures that it is more about 
the training of those investigating which has been a focus in getting that training in place. 

 

 Bethany noted that the policy talks about non-judgemental empathetic support and treating 
people with compassion and respect and this is a hard thing to do with someone feeling 
harassed because they are already upset. 

 

 Barb added that sometimes the person(s) involved (both the complainant and the 
respondent), are already feeling victimized and every step in the process makes them feel 
worse which is the hardest part.  It comes down to education, how to educate not only the 
community but also the people in the trenches. The purpose of the investigation is to get to 
the facts and we are continually working to get better.  Even when an external investigator 
is brought in, they do not necessarily have the same level of empathy or compassion for the 
parties involved. 

 

 Helen had a question on Liz’s comment on how to report which will be in the procedures, will 
we have access to the procedures?  Kerry confirmed that information on the policy and 
procedures will all be online and accessible for everyone.   

 

 Barb further added that they are looking to get some flow charts online as well to assist 
people and make it easy.  There is also cause and effect - people could be struggling with 
mental health issues that existed prior to the incident or were caused by the incident that 
can cause exasperated stress and anxiety which make things complicated.  This is why 
training of the investigators is so important. 

 

 Annie added to Bethany’s point, people have to follow process and you indicate that people 
have training and that investigator training is important but when there are process 
violations or process flaws there needs to be a way to provide feedback to ensure that there 
the process can be improved upon. 

 

 Barb provided an example of a case she was involved with and explained that often there 
are cases that cross over into many areas such as bullying & harassment, human rights, 
sexual harassment which make it difficult to determine which policy applies. This diverse 
case involved many departments on campus each of whom provided feedback on the 
process including the complainant.  This case is used for training purposes.  There have 
been processes built in to obtain this feedback including meeting with the complainant to 
hear from them as to what went well and what did not.  Barb agrees with Annie that this is a 
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critical piece to get those responses and it does not always fall under policy but rather 
processes. 

 

 Annie asked that if someone goes through the process, who can they tell that would first has 
the ability to deal with it and second be in a position not to feel threatened themselves 
because of it.  This is not clear.   

 

 Barb asked if there was any further comment- none.  Barb indicated that Kerry will continue 
working on the policy.  Kerry thanked everyone for their feedback which has contributed to a 
much better policy. 
 

18-016) Revised response from Management on the recommendation for a survey on all 
        aspects of safety – Barb 
 

 Barb asked if everyone had the opportunity to review the revised copy of the response to the 
recommendation and if the Committee had questions. 
 

 Annie felt that there was a substantial discussion at the last meeting about the initial response to 
the recommendation and indicated that the she can only see where one word was changed. 

 

 Barb disagreed and indicated there were several changes but the main thing that came out of 
that was the survey was to be done in consolation with JH&S Committee and a subcommittee 
from the JH&S Committee was to be arranged to do the work (working on the principles, 
developing the policy, coming up with the questions and so on), Shelley and Sarah were to lead 
the subcommittee.  When the survey goes out to the community, it will be the presented by the 
JH&S Committee.  Barb would like to suggest this is how we approach it.  We want to make sure 
it gets done and Sarah & Shelley will already need to move some stuff around.  Its giving the 
JH&S Committee the project to come with the questions and consultation but the report at the 
end will be shared with the whole community and in particular senior leaders and unit 
supervisors because safety starts here.   

 

  Annie’s concern is that it is unclear that it is a JH&S Committee survey.  Annie can foresee 
controversy over the type of questions or topic of some questions such as those around bullying 
and harassment that would be useful rather than politically correct.  The subcommittee may 
assemble a set of questions but if they stray into an area that is deemed to be challenging it 
may cause some groups on campus to feel their prerogatives are being challenged because no 
one wants to ask why people are choosing not to report bullying and harassment which was the 
big controversy last time because you did not want to know why people were not wanting to 
report. 

 

 Kerry thinks what we need to do is to decide if the Committee is prepared to move forward with 
the survey and leave the discussion surrounding the questions, goals, what they are looking to 
achieve for the subcommittee to resolve. 

 

 Sarah added that the purpose for why we are looking to conduct this survey is to capture all 
aspect of safety.  No we are not going to shy away from any questions around sensitive 
questions like bullying and harassment.  As a subcommittee we will come up with the questions 
and those questions will need to be reviewed by the Privacy Officer.  So long as those questions 
are worded in such a way that we are not infringing on anyone’s privacy and we are not 
triggering any post traumatic issues, she does not see any concerns.  The questions will be 
designed to cover every aspect of safety so there would not be 40 out of say 50 questions on 
just bullying and harassment. 

 

 Barb wanted to clarify that this is not about being politically correct or censoring but asking 
questions in a survey can trigger people with issues.  We don’t want to do something that is 
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intended to be helpful and end up making people feel worse.   Barb is happy to have the 
Committee take ownership of this survey and with Adam doing the privacy impact assessment it 
will address Barb’s concerns. 

 

 Annie pointed out that there are Faculty at this University that actually do this research all the 
time. We ask difficult questions of vulnerable populations in social work, in nursing, in 
counselling, and in psychology and there is research around to avoid that sort of actual outcome 
and REB’s look for that so to shy away from feelings that we will trigger people without actually 
talking to those people who do this professionally.   

 
 Barb stated that this is a Committee survey not an academic survey 

 
 Annie agreed it is not an academic survey but academics do things quite well and to deny you 

have access to those resources just because you don’t think a PhD knows anything is a real 
serious problem.  We know how to do this sort of research and it is foolish to avoid using people 
who do good research and people who look after these things whether or not it is an academic 
or non-academic survey, the principles are the same particularly around questions that might be 
triggering or cause stress there very well documented procedures that individuals who are 
conducting these kind of challenging surveys actually have to apply and there is research on 
how to advise people around doing this.  To not employ best practices because you are 
dismissive of academia that’s a real problem. 
 

 Sarah clarified that the subcommittee will be made up of a very diverse group of people from 
the JH&S Committee.  At the end of the day we all want the same thing.  As a committee we will 
come up with some very thoughtful provoking questions that will give us the answers we want 
in that they will identify existing gaps in our training that we need to work on. 

 

 Barb reminded that these are questions being asked in the workplace by co-workers it is not an 
anonymous population. 

 

 Chelsea had a procedural question, this will be developed by the sub-committee and then will it 
come back to the JH&S Committee to vote on if it is to move forward? 

 

 Sarah said that the sub-committee will be tasked with developing the survey and once the 
privacy impact assessment is done, it will come back to the JH&S Committee for presentation 
and feedback and once completed it will be pushed out. 

 

 Bethany feels that those who will be on the sub-committee have strong enough voices to 
hammer out the questions and make the survey useful.  In the end she is hopeful that it will be 
a very neutral body that is proposing the final survey and she is hopeful it achieves the goal to 
make this a better and much stronger workplace where people feel comfortable in coming 
forward.  

 

 Twylla wanted to echo those comments, best practices have been used in other surveys that 
have gone out and with the combination of those who will make up the sub-committee and the 
departments who are committed to this on campus we have good results. 

 

 Sarah added that she has a copy of an excellent survey that was a CUPE National survey from 
only a few years ago which will provide some great resources but also the sub-committee 
participants bring a variety of experience, connections, and knowledge from other post-
secondary institutions as well as each of their diversified roles that will make for some great best 
practice questions we can work through.  

 

 Barb asked for a motion from the Committee to accept the response from the recommendation 
and to proceed. 
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 Twylla motioned to move forward with accepting the response to the recommendation and the 
forming of the subcommittee for the development of a survey.  Seconded by Annie.  All in 
favour.  

 

 Sarah will send an email to the JH&S Committee members interested in volunteering to 
participate in the sub-committee for the survey. 

 
18-018) “Building Psychologically Healthy and Safe Workplaces” – a report by Annie Booth 
 

 Annie submitted a report for those interested after attended a four day workshop back in June 
which was put on by a contractor WorkSafe BC works with on building a psychologically healthy and 
safe workplace.  It covered a lot of ground which include best practices not only around bullying and 
harassment by a number of issues such as stress, and recognizing other issues that either add or 
retract from a psychologically healthy workplace.  Annie’s report is a summary of that workshop that 
outlines the best practices that UNBC is not currently implementing but would benefit from.  It is a 
series of ideas to think about on some of the issues we are currently dealing with or have not moved 
towards. 
 

 Barb asked if everyone had the opportunity to read it?  Not everyone has seen.  Barb had a 
suggestion, Sarah Hanson the Manager with the Student Health Centre and Shelley McKenzie with 
the Health and Wellness in HR have been talking about healthy workplaces and the BCC committee 
that the President attends have taken on the Psychological Standards for Mental Health 
Commissions of Canada to apply to Universities.  Shelley and Sarah H have taken on the task of 
figuring out what UNBC can do with our limited resources which is part of our challenges.  Barb is 
wondering if we should invite them to a meeting and have Annie talk about her report and discuss 
some of our options.   

 

 Annie utilizing the survey which will identify where people see their issues will be beneficial but there 
is a tendency to think of safety in terms of physical injury like dropping something on your foot, but 
the psychological aspect is becoming increasingly important.  Psychological health is something that 
needs more thoughtful conversation and one of the things this Committee could be quite helpful 
with is working with people like Sarah H and Shelley to help identify areas and prioritize.  

 

 Barb added that the majority of time lost at work is due to mental health.  Barb is sure Sarah H and 
Shelley would like to come and we could start the conversation.  Jennifer will send Annie’s report 
out to the Committee again 

 

D. Incident Report Summaries – Sarah 
Sarah asked if there were any questions on the reports. – None. 

 

E. Inspection Updates  
1) Building Inspections – Sarah 

 Sarah thanked everyone for participating.  Inspections are moving along and getting 
updated.  Couple of more to do but it will be a great opportunity to invite the new FA 
Committee members to participate with those inspections. 
 

 Annie asked if there is any follow up on information that comes out of the building 
inspections.  Sarah confirmed there is, Lydia tracks all of the TMA’s and recommendations 
that are forwarded to department supervisors.  Once complete, it is moved over to the JHS 
folder in the G-drive.   

  
2) Lab Inspection Report – Chelsea 

 Lab inspections are up to date and there are a couple coming due in October but Conan 
will wait until Lydia returns to complete. 
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 Sarah shared the good news that the animal care position –formerly Lydia’s has now 
been filled which will free up Lydia’s time to concentrate on Safety. 

 

F. New Business - None 
 

MEETING ADJOURNED AT 1:58PM 
 
 

ACTION ITEMS 

Item # Description  Who  Action 

1) 18-010 Respect in the Workplace 
policy  –draft 

Kerry Tabled 
 

2) 18-018 Barb to invite Sarah 
Hanson and Shelley 
McKenzie to open the 
discussion with the 
Committee on 
psychological health in 
the workplace. 

Barb TBA 

3) 18-019 Sub-committee formation 
& development of 
questions for the safety 
survey.  

Sarah Update for Oct 25th 
meeting. 

 


